Abstract. Kernel spectral clustering is a model-based spectral clustering method formulated in a primal-dual framework. It has a powerful out-of-sample extension property and a model selection procedure based on the balanced line fit criterion. This paper is an improvement of a previous work which sparsified the kernel spectral clustering method using the line structure of the data projections in the eigenspace. However, the previous method works only in the case of well formed and well separated clusters as in other cases the line structure is lost. In this paper, we propose two highly sparse extensions of kernel spectral clustering that can overcome these limitations. For the selection of the reduced set we use the concept of angles between the data projections in the eigenspace. We show the effectiveness and the amount of sparsity obtained by the proposed methods for several synthetic and real world datasets.
Introduction
Clustering algorithms are widely used tools in fields like data mining, machine learning, graph compression and many other tasks. The aim of clustering is to divide data into natural groups present in a given dataset. Clusters are defined such that the data present within the group are more similar to each other in comparison to the data between clusters. Spectral clustering methods [1, 2, 3] are generally better than the traditional k-means techniques. A new spectral clustering algorithm based on weighted kernel principal component analysis (PCA) formulation was proposed in [4] . The method is based on a model built in a primal-dual optimization framework. The model has a powerful out-of-sample extension property which allows to infer cluster affiliation for unseen data.
The data points are projected to the eigenspace and the projections are expressed in terms of non-sparse kernel expansions. In [5] sparsification of this clustering model was done by exploiting the line structure of the projections when the clusters are well formed and well separated. However, the method fails when the clusters are overlapping and for real world datasets where the projections in the eigenspace do not follow a line structure as mentioned in [8] . In this paper, we propose methods to handle these issues. We locate the mean of each cluster in the eigenspace. The mean of the cluster in the eigenspace is located on the least squares linear regressor for all the points in that cluster. We use angular distance to locate the projections close to the mean in the eigenspace and then select these projections based on their euclidean distance from the origin in the eigenspace. The main advantage of these sparse reductions is that it results in much simpler and faster predictive models.
Kernel Spectral Clustering
We provide a brief description of the kernel spectral clustering methodology.
, the training points are selected by maximizing the quadratic Rènyi criterion as depicted in [8, 9, 10] . Here x i represents the i th training point and the training set is represented by X tr . The number of data points in the training set is N tr . Given D and the number of clusters k, the primal problem of the spectral clustering via weighted kernel PCA is formulated as follows [4] :
such that
where
Ntr ] are the projections onto the eigenspace, l = 1, . . . , k− 1 indicates the number of score variables required to encode the k clusters, D
Ntr×Ntr is the inverse of the degree matrix associated to the kernel matrix Ω. Φ is the N tr × n h feature matrix, Φ = [φ(x 1 ) ; . . . ; φ(x Ntr ) ] and γ l ∈ R + are the regularization constants. We note that N tr < N i.e. the number of points in the training set is less than the total number of points in the dataset. The kernel matrix Ω is obtained by calculating the similarity between each pair of data point in the training set. Each element of Ω, denoted as
is obtained for example by using the radial basis function (RBF) kernel. The clustering model is then represented by: e
where φ : R d → R n h is the mapping to a high-dimensional feature space n h , b l are the bias terms, l = 1, . . . , k − 1. The projections e i ) which can be combined with the final groups using an encoding/decoding scheme. The decoding consists of comparing the binarized projections w.r.t. codewords in the codebook and assigning cluster membership based on minimal Hamming distance. The dual problem corresponding to this primal formulation is:
where M D is the centering matrix which is defined as M D = I Ntr −(
). The α (l) are the dual variables and the positive definite kernel function K :
i K(x, x i ) + b l which provides clustering inference for unseen data points x. Thus the model has an out-of-sample extension property. For selection of the hyper-parameters of the model i.e. k and σ for RBF kernel we use the Balanced Angular Fit (BAF) criterion proposed in [6, 7] .
3 Sparse reductions to the KSC model
Related Work
The projections of the data points in the eigenspace are expressed in terms of non-sparse kernel expansions. The primal vectors
approximated by a reduced set. The objective is to approximate w (l) by a new weight vectorw
wherex i is the i th point in the reduced set RS whose cardinality is R. In [5] , it was shown that if the reduced set RS is known then the β (l) co-efficients can be obtained by solving the linear system:
This reduced set can be built by selecting points whose projections in the eigenspace occupy certain positions or by using an elastic net penalization. Two methods to attain the same was proposed in [5, 8] . The amount of sparsity attained by introducing penalization is not as much as that obtained by selection of points based on their position. The method based on selecting points from certain positions as proposed in [5] works when the clusters are well formed and separated. This is because in that condition we obtain a line structure corresponding to the projections of the data points in the eigenspace.
Proposed Methods
We propose two methods for selection of points to form the reduced set RS. In case when the clusters are not well formed and overlapping, the projections of the corresponding data points in the eigenspace loses the line structure. We estimate the mean of all the projections for a particular cluster. According to the properties of least squares linear regressor [11] , the linear regressor fit for all the projections belonging to that cluster in the eigenspace passes through the mean of the projections. However, it might so happen that in the input space there is no actual data point corresponding to that mean. So, in order to select points existing in the input space, we use the concept of angular similarity.
We select all the projections from a cluster whose cosine distance w.r.t. mean for that cluster (e µi ) is less than threshold t i.e. 1 − cos(e j , e µi ) < t. Here i = 1, . . . , k − 1 and j = 1, . . . , N Ci , e j is a projection and N Ci is the number of points in the i th cluster. We initially set t = 0 and increase it using an iterative procedure. During each iteration, we increase the value of the t by 0.1 until we have non-empty selection set corresponding to that cluster. We observe in our experiments that one iteration is enough for most of the datasets.
First Proposed Method -Once the selection set is obtained, we calculate the euclidean distance of these projections from the origin. For the first method of selection, we select the projection which is the farthest and at median distance from the origin. The projection which is the farthest from the origin generally corresponds to a point which is close to the center of the cluster in the input space. This is because the projection value say e
i and the kernel evaluation of K(x i , x c ). According to the nearly piecewise structure of the eigenvectors, all the points belonging to that cluster have nearly similar value of α (l) i . The cluster center in the input space has maximum similarity (≈ 1) to points in that cluster and minimum similarity (≈ 0) to the points in other clusters. Thus, since the effect of the α (l) i is nearly constant for all the points belonging to a cluster, it can be concluded that the point corresponding to the cluster center in the input space is the projection whose euclidean distance is farthest from the origin in the eigenspace . The median point is selected to provide more stability to the reduced set RS. Thus, if there are k clusters in a dataset, the number of points required to build the reduced set is 2k and the sparsity is given as:
Second Proposed Method -For the second method, we select 10% of the projections from the selection set obtained as a result of cosine distance for each cluster. We keep the vector containing the angular distance between these projections and the corresponding mean in a sorted order. Let the size of this vector be S i . Then the size of the reduced set for each cluster is r i = Si 10 , i = 1, . . . , k.
We divide this vector into
Si ri bins for each cluster and select a projection from each bin. The minimum value that sparsity can take for this method is 1− Ntr 10×Ntr . This is when all the projections corresponding to each cluster maintain a line structure. This is because the cosine similarity of all the projections w.r.t. mean is maximum. However, in other cases when the projections deviate from the line structure then the amount of sparsity introduced is:
. Table 1 provides information about internal quality metrics namely silhouette criterion (sil), davies-bouldin index (db) and Sparsity (S) in percentage for the 2 proposed methods. The benchmark datasets are obtained from http://cs. joensuu.fi/sipu/datasets/. We compare with method proposed in [5] and the L 2 + L 1 penalization based method in [8] . Higher values of sil are better and lower values of db represents better clustering quality. We highlight the best results in Table 1 for the 9 real world datasets. An image segmentation experiment using the χ 2 kernel is shown in Figure 1 . The total number of pixels is 154, 401 (321 × 481). The training set consists of N tr = 7, 500 pixels and the validation set consists of 10, 000 pixels. Both these set are selected by maximizing the quadratic Rènyi entropy. After validation we obtain k = 3 for kernel parameter σ χ = 2.807. The 1 st clustering model uses just 6 pixels out of 7, 500 pixels while the second method uses 225 pixels out of 7, 500 training pixels. Since original cluster memberships for this image is not known beforehand, we use 2 internal quality metrics -the silhouette criterion (sil) and the davies-bouldin index (db) as described in [12] . For the 1 st highly sparse KSC model the sil value is 0.39 and the db is 1.35 and for the 2 nd proposed method these values are 0.32 and 1.15 respectively. Figure 1a represents the image to be segmented. Figures 1b and 1c showcase the eigenspace. In Figure 1b the red lines represent the cluster means and the black lines represent the farthest and the median projection for that cluster. Similarly, in Figure 1c the red triangles represent the cluster means and the black triangles correspond to 10% of the projections. Figures 1d and 1e highlight the pixels selected from the image as the reduced set RS. These pixels are marked by red-colored '*' reference. Figures 1f and 1g depict the clustering results for the highly sparse KSC models.
Experimental Results

Conclusion
We proposed 2 highly sparse reductions to KSC model based on a reduced set method. This was achieved by selection of those projections from the eigenspace which occupy certain positions w.r.t. mean projection for each cluster. The clustering model only depended on this reduced set RS obtained from the training points. This made the clustering model simpler and the predictive model faster as less number of computations were required for out-of-sample extensions. The simulations showed the applicability of the proposed sparse method on various overlapping and real world datasets. 
